Fabrication of nano patterns on various substrates using nanosphere lithography technique.
This paper presents a procedure for fabricating large-area, size-tunable, metal arrays with a periodically different shape using Nanosphere Lithography (NSL). This technique has attracted considerable interest because of its important applications as diffraction devices, chemical and optical data recording. Their ordered arrays can be used for anti-reflection surfaces, bio-sensors and nanopatterning masks. Two different types of patterns, honeycomb and hexagonal patterns, could be fabricated on various substrates with different procedures. All steps for making different patterns employed a PS (polystyrene) monolayer by spin coating. Honeycomb patterns were fabricated by spin coating a PS monolayer on a glass substrate and depositing a metal followed by removal of the monolayer, whereas the hexagonal pattern was produced by the transfer of a gold deposited monolayer onto a GaN substrate using the same process. These processes allow simple and excellent control of the size and shape of the patterns. All experimental results on structure characterization and determination of the nanoparticle metrics were accomplished by atomic force microscopy and field emission-scanning electronic microscopy.